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Innovations and the art of deception: mixed cloths in Venetian Crete (17th century)

1. Introduction

The island of Crete, being under Venetian rule for more than 450 years, became the most important Venetian colony in the Eastern Mediterranean after the loss of Cyprus during the War of Cyprus (1570-1573).1 Situated at the crossroads of three continents, the island and, in particular, its capital Candia, was the transfer point between different economic and cultural zones.2 As such, it was crucial in shaping processes of cultural exchange. In border societies, such as in Candia (modern Heraklion), identities were particularly malleable and the issue of intercultural encounters is a key aspect in defining them. Research has demonstrated that, especially, in ‘contact areas’ and colonial environments, there is a high degree of inter-connectedness and interlocking cultural elements.3

The purpose of this study, which is part of a large-scale research project on the marital material culture in Venetian Crete,4 is to contribute to the understanding of fashion as a multifaceted issue.5 It explores the role of certain innovations of the early modern European textile industry in shaping individual and collective identities in Venetian Crete. How did mixed fabrics circulate across transnational networks and facilitate intercultural encounters? How did these novelties shape clothing, bed furnishings as well as identities? To what extent did Crete follow the changes in production techniques of the European textile industry of the time? In

1 This point is stressed in many publications. See indicatively Markaki 2018, 39-41; Lambrinos 2019, 162.
2 For the participation of Crete in the maritime commercial networks of the era see Panopoulou 2017, in particular, pp. 382-86; 388-89; 391-96.
3 The theme of cultural exchange in early modern Europe is discussed in detail in Roodenburg 2007 (relevant bibliography can be found in pp. 381-427). See also Bormpoudaki et al 2017, 8-15. For the malleable identities in Venetian Crete see O’Connell 2004.
4 The project is titled Women and Material Culture in Venetian Crete (17th century) and is being pursued within the research school ARTES (Amsterdam School for Regional, Transnational and European Studies) of the University of Amsterdam. It is based on the computer-process of a sample of 770 marriage agreements and inventories from Candia and its countryside (1600-1645). For the precise methodological parameters of the project see Markaki 2018, 287-325.
5 Fashion as a multifaceted phenomenon with economic, social and cultural dimensions is addressed in a number of studies with regard to the early modern European urban and rural space. See, indicatively, Monnas 2008; Frick 2002; Malanima 1990; Molà 2000; Blondé and van Damme 2009; on Middle Ages see, for instance, Bormpoudaki et al. 2017, 130-36.
order to answer these questions we will look closely at the multiple meanings of mixed fabrics in different socioeconomic and geographical contexts within the Cretan society of the first half of the seventeenth century.

The selected period of study (1600-1645) is a sub-period of the Golden Age in Venetian Crete; it is the last peaceful period on the island before the outbreak of the fifth Veneto-Ottoman War, which marked a twenty-five year turbulent period of continuous warfare and led to the fall of Crete to the Ottomans in 1669. During the Golden Age, the creation of the so-called Veneto-Cretan culture reached its climax: «the meeting of East and West in Crete engendered a process of cultural cross-fertilisation» (Holton 1991, 16) leading to a synthesis of Italian, Byzantine and local elements. That cultural encounter is known under the term Veneto-Cretan culture.7

The primary sources used in this study are 130 notarial documents (marriage agreements and accompanying inventories of movables) from the State Archives of Venice (Markaki 2018, 310-17). These archival documents indicate 130 cases of transmission of dowry in Candia between 1600-1645 whereby 8,345 objects are transferred to the brides. Computer-processed data from these documents demonstrate the consumption behaviour of different population groups when fathers were marrying off their daughters by providing information on several material qualities of the transferred objects (such as quantity, material, color, decorative patterns, style, value).8 Through a comparative lens, light will be shed on the ways in which brides (or their families) used mixed cloths to differentiate themselves from others. By converting the monetary units that signify the value of goods to only one stable unit (the unit of account perpero) this study has made comparisons between material goods possible.9

2. New products, mixed cloths in Venice and Europe

In the seventeenth century, the textile production and distribution was still a great Venetian resource, despite the fierce French, English and Dutch competition (Molà 2000, 61-4). The Venetian brocades were much in request in Europe. This suggests the existence of a vast market with specialized products and an increasing range of distributors and customers. The development of the silk market in Renaissance Venice with its powerful network of manufacturers, merchants and

---

6 On the definition and content of the term see Markaki 2018, 39-41; 58.
7 For the definition and content of the term see Holton 1991, 16; Maltezou 1991, 46-7; Lymberopoulou 2010.
8 For the methodological details see Markaki 2018, 309-318. For other relevant studies using seventeenth-century Cretan dowries as primary source see, for instance, Karagianni 2011/2012. For relevant cases in seventeenth-century Italy see Pisetzky 1966, 383, note 171 and Molmenti 1929, 419-432. See Molmenti 1928, 475-489; 490-493 with regard to the sixteenth-century Italy.
9 On the complex Cretan monetary system see Vincent 2007; Markaki 2018, 134-135. On the perpero see, for instance, Markaki 2018, 31, note 73. The fact that the Cretan inventories make comparisons between material goods possible, due to the separate valuation of almost every single dowry commodity, offers this source a unique place in Europe. As a rule, this last feature is absent from similar sources, such as the probate inventories, extant in other European regions (Markaki 2018, 18). For the role of appraisers in the process of valuations of movables see Markaki 2018, 136-42.
distributors, government and customers, has been already studied in detail.\textsuperscript{10} The growing demand for new products in Venice and elsewhere brought forth - from the sixteenth century onward - changes in production techniques, which facilitated the consumption of lighter, cheaper, less durable products. Goods became more easily worn out and, therefore, had to be replaced faster and more often. The ephemeral became attractive and sustained product-durability was made subordinate to style (Blondé and van Damme 2009, 5). A mentality of consumerism was born all over Europe. New mixed silks were produced everywhere in Italy (from Venice to Naples) as well as in Holland and in the Levant.\textsuperscript{11} That is why Venetian weavers requested flexible state regulations that, on the one hand, intended to guarantee the traditional high-quality features of Venetian cloths, and on the other, made fast modifications of the production standards possible so that they could compete with foreign manufacturers with regard to the introduction of novelties (Molà 2000, 185). Attempts to make false products (products of lower quality imitating the high-quality ones) were common in Venice. This tendency was visible, mainly, in the textile industry, but also in jewelry making and in storage furniture manufacturing. A characteristic example in the field of chest manufacturing was the imitation of the costly decorative style of the inlay work \textit{(alla certosina)}. Painting a wooden chest with tempera to look like \textit{intarsia alla certosina} was a common practice in Renaissance Venice for patrons who could not afford the ‘real’ luxurious treatment (Brown 2005, 104-5). Making counterfeit products was «a venerable Venetian tradition» (Brown 2005, 104).

3. Mixed silks in Venetian Crete

The innovation of fake products reached Crete as well. Glass beads, used as substitutes of valuable pearls,\textsuperscript{12} and mixed silks, used as substitutes of high quality silk, emerged in Candia attesting a timid appearance of consumerism. These fabrics of lower quality and price, thus, less durable and more sensitive to fashion changes, were frauds: they imitated the pure silk, but, they were made by a warp of thrown silk and a weft of cotton or flax.

\textit{Brocadello} silk was such a novelty.\textsuperscript{13} It was a Venetian cloth with thick, inferior-quality weft thread, noteworthy for its patterns of bicolored silk (Molà 2000, 184). Its lower quality did not affect the breathtaking visual effect. It was consumed in Candia by whomever wished to keep up appearances: fathers and daughters who longed to distinguish themselves and to give the impression that they were in step with the most privileged (the ones who could afford the pure silk \textit{brocado}). That

\textsuperscript{10} See, indicatively, Molà 2000 (relevant bibliography can be found in pp. 409-442); Iida 2017, 192, note 5.

\textsuperscript{11} The innovation of mixed silk fabrics in Venice, Italy, Flanders and the Levant is discussed in Mola, 2000, 161-85; 294298. On examples of mixed fabrics in England see Hart and North 2009, 22-3.

\textsuperscript{12} On the use of glass beads (\textit{paternostri}) and \textit{tondini} in Venice see Vitali 1992, 278; 378. On their use in Venetian Crete see Markaki 2018, 228-30.

\textsuperscript{13} The spelling of the fabrics in this paper is the original one used in the notarial documents. For visual examples of \textit{brocattello} see Monnas 2008, 193; 203-5; 290-1; 301.
were brides from the group of distinguished cittadini (such as bureaucrats, doctors, pharmacists), but also daughters of artisans or even priests. In spite of its fake composition, the brocadello was included in the five most expensive silk cloths in Cretan dowries together with canevascèta, another mixed cloth. The real silks brocado, ormesin and damasco took the three higher positions in the price-list (Markaki 2018, 184-6; 193-6).

Other mixed silk fabrics in Cretan dowries were the canevascèta, bavela, terzanela (terzanello) and ferandina which were suitable for cheaper light clothing items. All imitated the pure silks, such as the brocado, an expensive Venetian fabric of Celtic origin, woven with gold-gilt or silver-gilt thread and used for highly ornamented pieces of clothing, such as a vestura. The ferandina was sometimes made of high-quality and waste silk and sometimes of wool and silk. The terzanela was a plain or simply-patterned silk fabric.

The canevascèta fabric, always made of pure silk and bavela (thrown silk), was more common in Cretan dowries than brocadello. It was used, chiefly, for making female clothing (valuable gowns), accessories (detachable sleeves) and decorative elements (lining or edgings). In addition, it could be used in bed furnishings, such as bed curtains. This mixed fabric was used by nobles, cittadini (‘distinguished’ or not) and artisans. The connecting element among these different population groups seems to be wealth. For instance, Marina Moraitopoula received in her ‘rich’ dowry three gowns made of canevascèta (one second-hand and two new ones) trimmed with colorful edgings, gold-gilt thread and other fashionable details. Was Marina the daughter of a rich cittadino who wished to show her refined taste, although she could not afford the ‘real’ silks? The answer awaits future research.

14 On the material choices of the brides of this specific group see Markaki 2015.

15 See the lemma’s brocadello and brocado in Vitali 1992, 72-8. Examples of English brocaded silk of the early 18th century see in Hart and North 2009, 48-9; 60-1; 90-1. Examples of the cloth in Italian paintings see in Monnas 2008, 73-75; 161. For the use of the female gown vestura in Venetian Crete see Markaki 2017. For its use in Venice see Vitali 1992, 422.

16 For more information on ferandina in Venice see Molà 2000, 119-120; 172-14; Vitali 1992, 188-189.

17 For the production of the canevascèta in Venice see Molà 2000, 171-4; 184. For its production and use in Padua and Crema see Molà 2000, 179; 294-5.

18 See for instance the following documents: State Archives of Venice (ASV), Notai di Candia (notary Zorzi Protonotari), busta 222, libro 5, f. 88v and f. 227v-229r; (notary Mattio Seppi), busta 267, minute filza 6, without nr. (dowry of January 25, 1643).

19 The upper segment of cittadini consisted of bureaucrats (notaries, secretaries and other high administrative officers in the Venetian chancellery) who could be considered as ‘distinguished’ members of this social group. They enjoyed social prestige, high revenues and other privileges and formed a separate subgroup within the middle social stratum of cittadini in Candia. On their socioeconomic and political development see Lambrinos 2015. Lawyers, doctors, rich merchants and shipowners and rich creditors could be included in this subgroup as well thanks to their social prestige and accumulated wealth. Evidence for the privileged position and high status of all the above-mentioned cittadini is provided by the use of special designations before their names in the notarial documents (see Lambrinos 2009, 147-148, Markaki 2018, 28).

20 For the methodological distinction in ‘poor’, ‘middle’ and ‘rich’ dowries see Markaki 2018, 142-7.

21 ASV, Notai di Candia, (notary Zorzi Protonotari), busta 222, Libro 5, f. 227v-229r.
Brides Maria Manganaropoula, daughter of the chief of the guild of carpenters in 1622-23, and Zuana Coregiopoula received for her wedding bed two new sky-blue canevazzèta bed curtains with silk colorful fringes alla Napolitana and valance sheet and holder. Among all the artisan brides of the studied sample Troulinopoula distinguished herself by having this particular bed equipment in her sleeping room. Bed curtains created a protected, secret environment, and guaranteed more comfort. They kept out draughts and created a genuine ‘house within the house’, as Sarti notes for the eighteenth-century Paris (Sarti 2002, 119). Marieta Varangopoula received with her “rich” dowry two valuable new coverlets, lined with the mixed fabric bottana and trimmed with red silk. She distinguished herself from other cittadini, who did not assign valuable bed furnishings. Although these women had, presumably, a different socioeconomic background, they all used mixed silk cloth as a distinction marker.

The large variety of pure and mixed silk qualities suggests a high degree of diversification and refinement of the material in Crete. Therefore, there must have been a substantial number of tailors in the town able to work with this material and a considerable import trade of raw materials and/or ready-to-wear silk clothes. Plenty of archival evidence illustrates the economic power of the guild of tailors in Candia; it was one of the largest in town with significant immovable property that reflected the higher social status of its members (Panopoulou 2012, 394-413). Besides, there is ample evidence for purchase orders and import of ready-to-wear clothing items in the town of Candia as there was a continuous range of female customers in the town with varying requirements and a refined taste. Purchasing fashionable garments in Venice for personal use (via a family member) was not uncommon for Cretan women (Maltezou 1986; Markaki 2018, 165-9). It is also documented that the island’s shipowners and merchants exported Cretan agricultural products and brought back luxurious/exotic materials and any commodities they would consider as profitable ones taking into consideration the demand and requirements of the local market of Candia. The large-scale export trade of silk (raw or in the form of pure and mixed fabrics and garments) from Venice or other Italian cities to various destinations in the Eastern Mediterranean is well documented. In addition, there is archival evidence for Ottoman customers’

---

22 On M. Manganaropoula, see ASV, Notai di Candia (notary Zorzi Protonotari), busta 222, libro 5, f. 250v-252v. On her father, a carpenter with social status and prestige, see Panopoulou 2012, 349-350; 355. On Z. Coregiopoula, see ASV, Notai di Candia (notary N. Benedetti), busta 21, libro 2, f. 96r - 97r.

23 On M. Troulinopoula, see ASV, Notai di Candia (notary Giacomo Cortesan), busta 63, libro XXIV, f. 360r-361v.

24 ASV, Notai di Candia (notary Giacomo Cortesan), busta 63, protocollo XXV, f. 60r-61v.

25 Similar patterns of distinction are documented in other European regions as well. See, for instance, Dibbits 2010.

26 See, for instance, Markaki 2018, 53-54; Panopoulou 2017, 394-396; 400; Kalaitzaki and Spanakis-Voreadis 2016, 3; 5-7; Gasparis 2010, 255-261. On the Mediterranean trade and the transport of luxury commodities in the Middle Ages see Bormpoudaki et al. 2017, 37; 130-7.

27 See, for instance, Molà 2000; Monnas 2008, 4-21.
preferences for Venetian lighter and cheaper mixed silk fabrics in 1624 in Bursa and 1640 in Istanbul (Iida 2017, 194-5). Based on the above-mentioned information it may be concluded that the existence of mixed cloths in Candia could have been the result of all or some of these factors: expression of female personal taste and knowledge of fashion innovations of the metropolis; local production by tailors in the town; import by Cretan merchants travelling to Venice and elsewhere; direct export to Candia/Crete with Venetian/Italian/English/Flemish ships which could transport these commodities anywhere in the Eastern Mediterranean.

The sixteen different silk qualities of the Cretan dotal items were mostly used for making garments and for adding extra value on them, regularly because of their ‘exotic’ origin. Venetian Crete followed what was common practice in Italy. In Renaissance Venice and Florence the silk industry was very important not only for the state, but also for the urban population. Manufacturing and trading in high-quality silk fabrics and so-called new products through flexible laws and a continuous policy-readjustment meant that there was a continuous demand for varying silk products. The refinement of silk qualities, the high valuation of silk clothing items and their restricted quantity classifies silk as a luxury material in Crete. Also in Venice, Florence and other Italian cities silk clothes were considered highly luxurious and therefore they were often prohibited. In Florence, for instance, the Commune continually passed sumptuary legislation that restricted vestimentary display; from 1281 to 1531 there were approximately eighty separate legal entries, while Florence had a thriving fine clothing industry itself (Frick 2002, 3; 241).

Mixed silk fabrics could also have expensive colors, such as crimson, or certain ornamental features that added even more luxury. For instance, Marieta Melissinopoulou, daughter of ducal secretary Zuanne Melissino, received in 1630 a valuable crimson brocaded vestura. Vittoria Chourdopoulou, a furrier’s daughter, received upon marriage a new canevazzeta gown with colorful lining and golden-gilt threads. Families in Venetian Crete preferred to transmit these ready-to-wear clothes when they were marrying off their daughters, because these could function as status symbols, suitable for display and social recognition, during the whole process of dowry transmission (Markaki 2018, 127-30). Cittadini must have been aware of the different qualities and high evaluation of silk fabrics. They embraced the novelties and visualized in this way their increasing influence in the urban space. Mixing expensive and cheaper fibers with each other provided a very successful low-quality imitation of the ‘real’ thing, which at the same time was highly

28 For the names of these qualities see Markaki 2018, 175.
29 Of the total 8,345 items registered in the examined sample only 5% was made of silk. On the discussion about the definition of luxury see Rittersma 2010; Malanima 1990.
30 On the prohibition of five silk qualities in Venice (canevazzeta, tabi, brocado, veludo, raso) see Vitali 1992, 125; 373. On Florence, see Frick 2002, 179-200.
31 On crimson see Monnas 2008, 78; 256-257; Molà 2000, 111-2; 117-20.
32 ASV, Notai di Candia (notary Giacomo Cortesan), busta 61, protocollo XVII, f. 206v-209r.
33 ASV, Notai di Candia (notary Zorzì Protonotari), busta 222, libro 5, f. 88v. On the addition of gold or silver thread see Monnas 2008, 26.
competitive in price. Therefore, the use of these fabrics contributed to the visual blurring of social boundaries and could be motivated by a number of elements, such as an effort of the users to compensate for their inferior legal position or an effort to express lucrily their personal taste (Markaki 2015). Both elements were very important in other (early modern) European urban contexts as well.\textsuperscript{34} Fast changing fashion preferences and the entry of less durable novelties influenced the taste, created a large diversification of choices and led wealthy city residents all over Europe to a constant renewal of their material goods. The blurring of social boundaries, through the deception caused by novelties, could threaten the social order and stability; and that was exactly what the widespread sumptuary legislation in early modern European towns was trying to avoid. Nevertheless, the widening gap between those who were noble and those who simply lived in a noble manner did not close.\textsuperscript{35}

With regard to the geographical setting, there were only two types of silk that infiltrated the rural areas around Candia, i.e. the pure ormesin and, to a lesser extent, the mixed canevascetta. Ormesin was a high-quality silk, lightweight, reasonably priced and had an exotic origin (Vitali 1992, 273). However, it lacked the prestige of other more luxurious silk fabrics, such as the velluto (velvet) and damasco.\textsuperscript{36} Thus, the choice of these two specific types of silk illustrated that the countryside was somewhat underprivileged in comparison with Candia.\textsuperscript{37}

4. Mixed cotton

As the textile techniques continued to improve, new processes were invented to mix not only silk, but also cotton with wool or flax. These new mixed fabrics had remarkable softness and made new styles possible (Pisetzy 1966, 228-30). Dimito was such a case. It was a double-threaded fabric made of flax and cotton, imitating the six-threaded silk cloth sciàmito/samito/scàmito. In Venice, this technique was used to make the homonymous piece of clothing, worn by popolani during the fifteenth century (Vitali 1992, 173-4). However, in the seventeenth-century Cretan dowries dimito was not used for garments, but, exclusively for bed furnishings, such as mattresses, quilts and blankets. This shows that «consumers were adapters not mere adopters. They did not restrict themselves to adopting certain goods; they adapted them to their own needs and sensitivities» (Sarti 2002, 108). A selective adoption of Venetian elements has been documented in Crete in various fields.\textsuperscript{38} Therefore, the case of the dimito fabric is no exception.

\textsuperscript{34} See, for instance, Blondé and van Damme 2009; de Laet 2011, 155-9; 186-9; Brown 2005, 221-225.

\textsuperscript{35} See Brown 2005, 221-5; de Laet 2011, 159.

\textsuperscript{36} For the use of velvet in Venice see Vitali 1992, 398-407. For the use of damasco see Vitali 1992, 171; Monnas 2008, 251-4; 302. Later examples of English silk damask can be found in Hart and North 2009, 94-95.

\textsuperscript{37} On the downgraded status of the Cretan countryside see indicatively Lambrinos 2018, 21-4; Markaki 2018, 63-8.

\textsuperscript{38} See, for instance, the case of religious architecture in Gratiou 2010, 16; 19.
5. Conclusion

Notarial documents offer the opportunity to look closely at female fabrics and their material details. They illustrate that in ‘contact areas’, such as in Venetian Crete, there was a high degree of inter-connectedness and interlocking cultural elements. Crete followed the innovation of fake products, a widespread practice in Venice, and, in particular, the new techniques of the Venetian textile industry of the sixteenth century. The inhabitants of Candia were very well aware of the developments in the textile industry of the metropolis and embraced the mixed cloths that positioned themselves as European commodities and as part of a broader visual culture. Especially the mixed silk fabrics brocadello and camerazzeta had multiple meanings as they offered wealthy brides of lower social groups the opportunity to appropriate elements of the lifestyle of the upper class in an affordable way and to distinguish themselves. Mixed fabrics were consumed by elite and non-elite brides, always in limited numbers, and created a deception which was convenient for whomever wished to keep up appearances.
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